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Incorporating the Census in Programming
The Genealogy Center
The Federal Census
The Census Program Examples

• Researching Tennessee and Kentucky Ancestors
• Working with Unusual Single Records
• Beginning Virginia Genealogical Research
• Brick Walls and Busting Through Them
• Victor Henry’s Headstone
• A Lonely Voyage: Late 19th Century Irish Immigrant Women in the United States
• Are There “Black Sheep” In Your Family?
• Discovering Your Ancestors in Poorhouse Records
• The 1940 Census and Preparing for the 1950 Census
• Our Ancestor’s Immigration Records
• Breaking through the Brick Wall: 14 Steps for Re-thinking and Solving Genealogical Problems
Partnerships
Finding Partnerships to Present on the Census

- Friend-raise
- Program Exchange
- Cold Contact
- Call in Favors
- Think Outside the Box